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Kurtis Zimmerman
news editor emeritus
As 2012 drew to a close,
U.S. media erupted over
the impending “fiscal cliff”
and its potential to land the
United States
in a mild recession
the
following
year.
Referring
to the sharp
decrease in
the
budget
deficit
resulting
in
the
expiration of Bushera tax cuts
and planned
spending
cuts
under
the
Budget
Control Act of 2011, the cliff
became the political hot
topic of late December as
proposed fixes split party
lines. Additionally, the previously enacted “payroll tax
holiday” – a two percent reduction in FICA withholdings intended to stimulate
spending – was set to come
to an end.
Despite the media’s attention, Professor of Economics Dr. Kevin Christ ex-

plained that “the ‘fiscal cliff’
was really more of a fiscal
slope.”
“I call it a slope because
the changes, if they had
come into effect, were not
going to have immediate or
“overnight”
consequences on the
economy (as
much of the
media
coverage
suggested), but
would
instead
have
introduced
drag on the
e c o n o m y
gradually
during
the
first half of
HSS Department 2013.”
Christ added that the term “slope” is
more appropriate because
“there was always going to
be a way to retrace steps
and climb back up.”
Back-and-forth negotiations began seven months
prior when the Senate
passed a bill extending tax
cuts for all but the wealthiest two percent, but the
House rejected the proposal, contending that the cuts
should continue in their

entirety. With time quickly
ticking off the clock, talks
continued throughout the
holiday season with majority leaders threatening to
hold everyone from returning home.
Ultimately,
Congress
came to an agreement,
passing to the president’s
desk the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 which
Obama signed into law on
January 2. Intended to be
a short-term resolution for
the fiscal cliff, Christ detailed what the bill entails.
“Ultimately,
the
bill
that Congress passed and
that the President signed
brought back a higher marginal tax rate only on annual
incomes above $400,000.
There were also five percent increases in tax rates
on capital and dividend income, and the payroll tax
holiday did go away,” Christ
summarized, adding that
the spending front was not
addressed.
Since details of the bill
were released, economic experts have ignited in debate
over short-term and longterm implications of the decision.
Continued on page 3
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Embry speaks at
etiquette seminar

Alayna McNamara
staff writer

and other small gestures can
significantly set candidates
apart.
Most
importantly,
he
stressed his ‘Rules Never to
Be Broken.’ These include being sincere, considerate, respectful, and honest. Embry

Last Thursday, the Leadership Advancement Program
sponsored a seminar titled,
“Trading Backpacks for Briefcases – A Guide to Etiquette
and Professionalism.” RHIT
Executive Director of Development Jason Scott Embry
led the discussion, providing
information for students on
having positive professional
business interactions.
Embry is new to RoseHulman this year, and his
work mainly involves fundraising activities. Through
his employment at other institutions and his work with
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity, he garnered significant respect for etiquette
throughout all interpersonal Embry joined Rose as Executive
Director of Development.
foundations.
Rose-Hulman News
He informed the audience
of classic items of professionalism like keeping shoes stressed that following these
shined, placing napkins in core principles is essential to
your lap during dinner, etc. all interpersonal communicaalong with a short history of tion; it is permissible not to
the items which seem to be have memorized an exhauseccentricities in modern cul- tive amount of information
ture. Embry also discussed regarding the nuances of etithe importance of etiquette quette, but breaking any rules
in hiring decisions – a simple, will likely not fare well.
professional business card, a
handwritten thank you note,
Continued on page 3

On the verge of 100 Academic All-Americans
Kurtis Zimmerman
news editor emeritus

events

Competitors at the collegiate level
are often called “student-athletes,”
but the balance between the two can
be hard for many students to maintain. At a Division III school, where
students are not offered scholarship

based on athletic abilities, the institution explicitly places a focus on
academics.
While Rose-Hulman has been
recognized for its academic accomplishments year after year, after the
fall quarter, 99 student-athletes for
Fightin’ Engineer teams have found
a way to perfect the balancing act.

Once their fall seasons drew to
a close, senior Anna Lewer, junior
Drew Belk, and sophomore Nick Buchta were selected by members of the
College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) to be honored as Academic All-Americans.
Lewer, who captained the volleyball team during its successful run

MLK Jr. Celebration Dinner

Winter Career Fair

Hear inspirational speeches by RoseHulman faculty, staff, and students.

Still looking for a job or internship?
Stop by the Career Fair!
SRC Fieldhouse, January 23, 11:00 a.m.

Doktor Kaboom

Lunch@Learn

Kahn Rooms, January 21, 7 p.m.

Enjoy an interactive science show from
the eccentric Doktor Kaboom!

Hatfield Hall, January 22, 7 p.m.

This week’s theme: What is Pinterest?

Heritage Room, January 23, 11:45 a.m.

in HCAC action this year, has maintained a 3.70 GPA as a biomedical
engineering student. Belk helped
lead the soccer team to a regular season co-championship while earning
a 3.74 GPA in his electrical engineering studies.
Continued on page 3

sports
Friday Night Invitational
January 18 - 6 p.m.
Women’s BB vs. Bluffton
January 19 - 1 p.m.
Men’s BB vs. Bluffton
January 19 - 3 p.m.
Men’s BB vs. Manchester
January 24 - 7:30 p.m.
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We are Rose-Hulman’s independent student
newspaper. We keep the Rose-Hulman community informed by providing an accurate and
dependable source for news and information.
Katrina Brandenburg • editor-in-chief
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The views expressed herein are those of their respective authors and, with the
exception of the Staff View, do not necessarily represent the views of the staff or
the Rose-Hulman community.
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Fiscal cliff, from page 1

“[T]hey have arisen because we’ve experienced a
deep and lingering economic contraction that reduced
tax receipts and raised
certain forms of government
spending,” he said. “If the
economy were to vigorously
recover, those cyclical components of our deficit would
begin to melt away.”
While previous economic
projections had growth
around two or three percent, most forecasts have
been greatly reduced, and
Christ says that most likely
means a drag on the economy.

“This wouldn’t be a major
issue if the economy were
perking along at four percent or five percent, but at
our recent rates of economic
growth, the introduction of
these austerity measures
now means that it is more
likely that the economy will
tread water in 2013,” he
said.
But at least the water level
has slowly been going down.
Many economists have
noted an improvement in
the housing market last year
– the oft-cited Case-Shiller
Home Price Index rose 4.3
percent in the 12 months

leading up to October – and
the national unemployment rate has dipped to 7.8
percent.
With the initial fiscal
cliff threat in the rearview
mirror, Christ says the immediate economic concern
is to work toward slow and
steady growth.
“The major issue, in my
mind, is not to balance our
federal budget and solve all
of our fiscal issues at once.
This means not having our
policy makers...unnecessarily introduce new sources of
uncertainty and drag into
our economic system.”

Academic All-Americans,
from page 1
Buchta fought hard on the offensive line
while the football team finished its programbest eighth straight season at .500 or above,
and his efforts in the classroom led him to a
4.0 GPA in mechanical engineering.
Athletes are nominated to CoSIDA by the
sports information office based on their ability to be selected for the honor. To earn the accolade, a student-athlete must be “a key contributor to their athletic team’s success” and
must have a minimum 3.3 GPA.
While the criteria seem vague, Assistant
Athletic Director for Sports Information &
Communications Kevin Lanke says the process is so competitive that students are rarely
considered without at least a 3.70 GPA and
typically have been selected to all-region or
All-American teams for their athletic accomplishments.

management, and a little bit of craziness
which translates into excellent performance
in all aspects of students’ lives,” Lewer said,
crediting previous upperclassmen as excellent
tutors and role models for her younger self.
While introducing extracurricular activities
in an already loaded schedule can have adverse
effects on many students’ success, Lewer and
Buchta agreed that a full-time commitment to
their respective teams helped them focus their
free time and stay organized.
And it’s clear that an environment like RoseHulman is perfect for a student looking to
make an impact in the athletic realm. In each
of the past 27 years, Rose has had at least one
Academic All-American, a streak which leads
all Division II and Division III institutions and
follows just five Division I schools. Nebraska
tops the list with an active streak of 42 years

Anna Lewer and Nick Buchta were among three Academic All-Americans honored in the fall,
and Elizabeth Evans has been named All-American the past two years.
Rose-Hulman News
Lanke adds that, due to the short list of explicit requirements, the process is very subjective.
“Each sports information director in NCAA
Division III receives a ballot and votes for
their ‘best of the best’ based on whatever
criteria that sports information director determines,” Lanke says, adding that often the
academic reputation of the students’ school
frequently makes an impact.
“A high percentage of the Academic AllAmerica selections are either from top engineering institutions or are engineering majors
at other institutions. I think most sports information directors have a great deal of respect for the work it takes to major in engineering.”
Recent Fightin’ Engineer honorees agree
that a high-class academic institution fosters
a space for athletes to shine both on and off
the court.
“Rose instills hard work, leadership, time

with at least one Academic All-American, and
all five include engineering programs.
Honoring both facets of a student-athlete’s
time, Buchta added that the streak of honors
is “a real testament to the diversity and character of the students who go here.” In addition to managing the workload Rose-Hulman
requires, he said the ability for so many to be
athletically competitive “defies a lot of the stereotypes about engineering students.”
With 99 Academic All-Americans under its
belt, Rose-Hulman could cross the century
mark in the winter or spring seasons. Senior
Liz Evans, reigning Division III high jump
champion Liz Evans has been named an Academic All-American the past two years.
Agreeing with Buchta’s sentiment that the
honor says a lot about Rose-Hulman students
who persevere “through the rigors of Rose,”
Evans added that the streak is “just one of the
many accolades of our student body over generations.”
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News Briefs
Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor

2012 ranked 10th warmest worldwide
The United States was ravaged by extreme heat and
drought last year, but even across the globe, record temperatures led to what the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Climatic Data Center is
calling the 10th warmest year since 1880. It was also the
warmest year for the contiguous United States at an average of 55.3 degrees Fahrenheit, breaking the previous record set in 1998 by one degree. Since 2001, all twelve years
have ranked among the top 14 warmest in record-keeping
history. Last year also saw weather disasters amounting
to over $1 billion in damages, including a drought across
the Midwest which is expected to lead to rising food prices and Superstorm Sandy, which killed nearly 200 people
and caused $80 billion in damages in New York and New
Jersey alone.
21 arrested in unemployment scheme
Earlier this week, 21 people were charged with collecting fraudelent unemployment and disability benefits in a
scheme amounting to over $5 million. After selling fake
pay stubs to report false wages to the government, a California family is the center of the crime. The acting fake
employees would subsequently be “laid off” in order to
collect unemployment benefits and/or disability insurance in what is called a fictitious employer scheme. The
scheme was set up as a farm labor company employing
hundreds of agricultural workers, but when the fake employees were interviewed, many did not know the name
of their employer and often cited wages which exceeded
median pay in the industry. While the current charges are
still just allegations, the Employment Development Department said any sign of a company taking advantage of
the system “will not be tolerated.” In the 2011 fiscal year,
the U.S. Labor Department reported about 11 percent of
jobless benefits paid out were determined to be mistakes,
most attributed to fraud.
Horse DNA found in European hamburgers
On Tuesday, the Food Safety Authority out of Ireland reported that 10 out of 27 hamburger products analyzed
contained horse DNA, and 23 tested positive for pig DNA.
The hamburger meat, which had reached several supermarkets, originated in two Irish and one British meat
processing plants. Nine out of the 10 burger samples featured horse DNA at very low levels, while Britain’s largest retailer, Tesco, sold meat made up of 29% horsemeat.
While representatives at Tesco acknowledged customers’
concerns about the quality of their food, the Food Safety
Authority claimed the horsemeat was not a threat to public health. Despite being safe, executives with the authority expressed puzzlement over the presence of horsemeat.
While pig meat is processed in the same facility as the
burger meat, horse meat cannot plausibly be accounted
for in the meat processing plants.

Etiquette seminar,
from page 1
Attendees overall found
the seminar engaging and
informative; the question
and answer section following the main lecture lasted
twice as long as predicted,
and students found him to

be a useful resource.
Embry’s seminar is among
a series of seminars and
events sponsored by the
Leadership Academy to promote effective leadership in
Rose-Hulman graduates.

Rose-Hulman Leadership Academy

Entertainment
I
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This is one beatdown that cannot be missed
Laughter and explosions in “Mr. Torgue’s Campaign of Carnage”

4

Derek Robinson
entertainment editor

Gearbox has always put
a great deal of humor into
their games and add-ons,
and “Borderlands 2: Torgue’s
Campaign of Carnage” follows the grain in a refreshing
way. The whole expansion is
a great deal more in-yourface in every aspect. Torgue
himself is a fan favorite,
with his sailor’s mouth and
over-the-top exposition for
every scene. He’s very blunt,
revealing the obvious plot
devices in a way that doesn’t
dampen the effect in the
slightest. All of his dialogue
is expressed through EXCESSIVE USE OF CAPITAL LETTERS and swearing mitigated
by a digital censor installed
on Torgue’s voice box.
The gameplay isn’t altered
much, with a slight emphasis on Torgue’s renowned
explosive weapons and enemies that fit into Torgue’s
motorhead theme. One refreshing addition is a few
more bosses; each “chapter”
of the add-on features a badass to fight, as you rise to
the challenge of being the
“biggest badass on Pandora.” Each of these bosses is

ssue

easy to hate, gradually ramping up the
tension until the final fight, which allows for a great catharsis at the end of
the story. Other fan
favorite characters
like Moxxi and Tiny
Tina make cameos, and while the
add-on is short, the
added few hours of
gameplay and hilarity are well worth
the price. Quite a
few times during
the story I couldn’t
help
but
laugh
outrageously, particularly when Mr.
Torgue explains his
digital censor to all
those within earshot. All-in-all, the
whole piece is intended to be
as over-the-top and hilarious as Gearbox could possibly make it. Torgue regularly
interrupts other dialogue
to express what players are
thinking (albeit in a likely
more vulgar manner), and
I was hesitant to finish the
campaign just because I’d
miss the loud, angry, moustached, blunt, and intentionally excessive character. And

funcom gets dark
“Secret World” satiates
Kyle Bristol • guest writer
HP Lovecraft meets “The
Walking Dead” in this horror
fantasy thriller. Only a month
after celebrating its first half
birthday, “The Secret World”
announced it was removing its
monthly fee and decreasing its
initial price, making this game a
steal at $30. As far as Massively
Multiplayer Online games go,
“The Secret World” appeals to
a rather unusual crowd. The
game focuses on storytelling
and plot development rather
than combat and dungeon
raids. I just finished the first
main plot line, and it took me
nearly three weeks of constant
playing. Nearly every mission
is prefaced by several minutes
of voice-acted cut scenes, experience debuffs are applied
to missions above your level
to encourage you to complete
the story in order, and players are limited to a total of four
missions at a time. All of this
means that while there were
several times I spent ten minutes wandering around looking
for a quest I had passed only
a half hour before didn’t have
room for at the time, I was fully
aware of exact reason I had just
finished hunting down a vicious
Wraith.
“The Secret World” likes to
mix things up to keep it interesting. Players are allowed

seven active and seven passive
abilities that can be chosen from
a wheel of all the available abilities in the game, and you are
only limited by the fact that you
can only wield two weapons at
a time. Mission types vary from
the standard “go kill X of this
enemy and retrieve this item”,
to searching with the in-game
browser for obscure occult lore
and puzzles that make Purdue
students cry. Some complain
that the game asks too much of
players when it comes to thinking for yourself and that the story is over-developed and takes
too much time to tell. If you’re
like me though, and a good story filled with monsters, magic,
and characters with deep personalities is what you crave, The
Secret World may be the game
for you.
Overall I give this MMO 3.5/5
elephants. Pros: great atmosphere, immensely detailed plot,
versatile skill trees. Cons: Servers often get overloaded and
have to reset, some puzzles are
very nearly impossible, certain
missions expect you to think so
far outside the box that they are
impossible unless you check an
online guide.
Rating: 3.5/5 Elephants

of course, the addition of
a new vault and all its loot
gives players a reward for
their time well spent.
This add-on does a great
job of both offering players
a challenge (while not quite
so much a challenge as the
raid bosses) and keeping us
all laughing. The side quests
are, as always, unique and
humorous, and the “chapters” allow for a little focus on

the individual enemy types
and areas. The plot is very
linear, but depth was by no
means what Gearbox aimed
for with this. They made it
apparent that they wanted
to purvey a blunt, in-yourface brand of humor, and
they didn’t water it down in
the slightest. It didn’t lose
anything from the original
game, and it added some
great comical testosterone

xbox360achievements.com
relief. Perhaps this isn’t everyone’s cup of tea, but I’ve
got to give it to “Torgue’s
Campaign of Carnage.”
Rating: 5/5 elephants

Vampires and catholics
“Hellsing Ultimate” really sparkles
Casey Langdale • webmaster
We all know that with the hype about vampires they are all just people with complicated
emotions, right? That they sparkle? And that
they really only kill to eat, right? Wrong. Despite what most stories have done to one of
the most feared monsters, there is anime that
holds true to the roots of what one of the greatest monsters is supposed to be.
“Hellsing Ultimate” follows the story of the
vampire known as Alucard, a vampire who
serves the head of the Hellsing family- a family that has hunted vampires for generations
and is now in charge of keeping Britain safe
from the monsters. As such it is his duty to
hunt and kill them, something that it appears
that he takes great pleasure in with a sadistic
passion.
Somewhere along the lines though, the militaristic division of the Catholic Church comes
into play along with Nazi’s who seek to wage
endless where. As you could guess both these
groups keep coming into conflict with the
Hellsing Organization. And so the organization sends out it best agent, Alucard. This
point needs to be made clear one more time
he is a monster that delights in bloodshed and
fighting. The only thing he enjoys more than
killing is actually fighting someone that can
give him a challenge.
Typically this anime tends to favor a one sided slaughter in comparison to relatively even
battles where the opponent just might have a
shot at winning. In some cases Alucard even
refuses to take his enemies seriously, not even
standing up as they shoot him full of bullets
which he just heals from while shooting halfheartedly back at them. What’s worse is that
if they actually manage to impress him he will
use a fraction of his full strength. At this point,

”

Alucard is one of the
most memorable
characters ever.
he drops almost all semblance of being human
and once again returns to simply butchering
his opposition.
In order to make up for his power and significant lack of opponents worthy enough, the
anime decides to use a large number of opponents to even the scales. In the end though
these weaker opponents are just a way for
him to show how evil he is as he continues to
slaughter them.
Alucard is the most memorable anime character I have seen yet, it is not because of his
charming personality and witty sense of humor. It is because he is one of few main characters in anime who is the way he is because that
is how he wants to be, that is to say he knows
he is a monster and chooses to be so. That and
his witty sense of humor has extremely good
timing. It is worth watching “Hellsing Ultimate” just to see Alucard in action as well as
other characters that manage to in some ways
even keep up with him on a level of having interesting stories and personality.
Rating: 4/5 Elephants

Health & Fitness
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AFraid to speak out: dealing with the aftermath of abuse
Rose Reatherford • staff writer
One issue that’s very close
to my heart is what you do in
a situation where you think
you’ll hurt yourself or those
around you when you reach
out for help. It’s a difficult
thing to admit to hurt or
abuse even if you’re suffering. I am the victim of sexual
abuse and a long-time, closeted sufferer of depression.
Until you seek help, you feel
“wrong” or “broken”. It’s
the fear of what will happen
when you say what you’re
feeling or what has happened.
I learned to shut up about
the abuse I was put through.
I attempted to tell an older
cousin who had also undergone abuse. She understood
and called my mom on the
spot, explaining what I had
told her. My mom believed

me, but because the abuse
was by another cousin of
mine, the rest of my family
refused to believe me. My
mom wanted to do something about it,
but my family “kept things
within the family” and so his
sexual abuse of
a five year old
girl went unpunished. I got
in trouble for
talking
about
the abuse. So I
learned not to
talk about it.
Similarly,
when I first began thinking
seriously about suicide and
attempting to commit suicide
at age ten, I tried to talk to
my mom about it. I realized
how much it hurt her, how
much it hurt my whole fam-

”

ily. So, again, I went quiet. I
learned to shut up about my
feelings, all the bad things I
thought, and weather storms
of pain on my own.

sion. It hurt, everywhere,
in places I didn’t even know
existed when I saw my dad
trying not to cry and heard
my mom’s reaction. This was
something I
n e e d e d
though.
It
was the difference between
this
pain
from
what
was
happening
with terror
of what will
happen next
and me killing myself or
never being
able to have a normal relationship.
I made a good decision to
seek help. I’ve begun to feel
better, be okay with comforting hugs and be able to just
cuddle with my boyfriend,

I learned to shut up
about the abuse I
was put through.
Things were so much different when I got help, real
help. I received counseling
for the abuse I was still suffering from, years later, and
still cope with today, along
with therapy for my depres-

share my pain, and tell people
when I need help. These were
things I couldn’t do before.
It’s still different every day.
I don’t know when I’ll have
a good day or a bad day, or
freak out because some guy
bumped into me. I know I’m
getting better though, things
are improving, and that pain
and fear are a distant memory. Don’t be afraid to ask for
help, because things will get
better. It takes time and baby
steps and crying and laughing, but it gets better.
Counseling services here at
Rose-Hulman are located in
the lower floor of the Union,
right next to the health clinic.
If you feel like you need help
immediately, the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline
is 1-800-273-8255. For information about abuse and
support groups, please visit
www.thehotline.org.

Simple tips for staying in shape with no time
Casey Langdale • webmaster
So its winter quarter and hardly any one has an
excess of free time. So, on those rare occasions
when people actually do have free time to spend
and would like to go work out, they are less likely
to since there is a fair chance that it is freezing,
raining, or maybe even snowing outside. If this
is the case there are several smaller things you
can do in your daily schedule to stay in the same
shape you are in now.
If you are trying to maintain or even gain
upper body strength you should strongly consider doing pushups and pull-ups every night before bed. The key to doing the push-ups is to lift
yourself off the ground as much as possible and
when you touch the ground try to do it with your
stomach and nose at the same time. The other
option, pull-ups is relatively easy once you figure
out where to do them at, and as it just so happens

even though the grip is bad the bedroom doors in
most residence halls are relatively convenient to
use.
However the thing about these two exercises
though is that if you want them to be truly effective they must be done in slower, larger amounts
as your fitness improves. This means that if it
comes down to doing between a personal maximum of twenty push-ups or doing ten at a rate
where you lower yourself to the ground with half
the speed, go with the ten since it is actually a
much harder workout that helps build endurance
and muscle.
Of course if you would rather focus on the fitness of
your body as a whole there are other options which do
take up a slightly larger amount of time and a slightly
higher awareness of the condition your body is in. The
option I have personally explored the most of these is
more intensive stretching. The key is to find the positions you have the hardest time holding but are still

Email your ideas for the Living section to
the new Living editor at thorn-living@
rose-hulman.edu! See your ideas in print!

capable of being done. For each of these positions the
more used to them you become the further into them
you should stretch so that there is always a slight burn
in the muscles being used.
The stretches that this works with can be anything you choose and really it comes down to what you
are more familiar with. In my case I always performed
the stretches that my cross-country coach taught my
team; however, I have also known people to perform
a few yoga or palates positions in the free time they
have.
The general idea behind these exercises is that
these ideas can easily be slipped into a five minute gap
between homework problems when there is no progress being made on an assignment. Or of course you
could just pour as much time into them as you want
and try to get into really good shape from just these exercises. It’s just an idea of how to do something physically active when there are not a whole lot of options in
other ways to remain active.

Healthy eating plans

Virginie Adams
guest writer

Eating well is an important part of staying healthy. Most people
usually start to “diet” when they want to eat healthily. As much as
a diet will get someone to eat healthily for a while people don’t tend
to stick to most diet plans and end up regaining the weight that they
lost. This is called yo-yo dieting and is unhealthy.
When thinking of going on a diet, people can take different routes.
They can do a diet that will make them lose a lot of weight at first but
will be hard to maintain, or they can do a diet that will take time to
lose weight but that is more of a lifestyle change.
Such diets as Weight Watchers can be very good at teaching what
some good foods to eat are and what some bad ones are. In 2012
Weight Watchers was selected as the number one diet for current
weight loss but not the best in terms of maintaining the loss. The
best long term diet in 2012 was the DASH diet, which consists of
eating a mix of food every day without eating too many carbs or
much fat. It also encourages eating multiple smaller meals.
Working out is always a great way to stay healthy. It is not only
good in terms of losing weight but can also help with stress and
sleep. So before taking that half hour nap think about potentially
going for a 20-30 minute jog, you might find after a couple of days
that you are feeling less tired with the same amount of sleep.

”

Diets can teach you.
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On congressional earmarks
Marked for failure Earmarks for
efficiency

Garrett Meyer • staff writer

To justify earmarks seems as simple as shooting pork in a barrel. Why
not give a trivial percentage of the
fiscal power of executive branch bureaucrats to the people who understand the needs of their communities and are directly accountable to
the taxpayer? Why not lubricate the
rusty, partisan gears of Congress so it
can defeat its gridlock and 81 percent
disapproval rating?
These questions, however, misrepresent the true topic. The real issue
is whether individualized representation in budgeting is the way the
government should function. No one
may be keen on looking a gift horse in
the mouth—much less a gift building,
bridge, or botanical garden—but earmarks have created the current-day
scenario. This is a scenario in which
lawmakers are voting down relief for
Hurricane Sandy; this is not because
of ignorance of the crisis or disdain
for the East Coast, but because they
cannot bring themselves to vote for
a $50 billion dollar aid package that
includes $150 million for fisheries as
far away as Alaska. Any license we
give lawmakers to predetermine federal dollars in this way is ultimately
unjust.
One could argue that earmarks allow a congressman to directly benefit his constituents in the budgeting
process as his office calls him to do.
However, success in his oath comes
from being a convincing public servant with a substantial agenda, not
undemocratically steeling in an appropriation that is beneficial to some,
but otherwise undeserving. One could
say that necessary funding will be
scrimped if earmarks are abolished.
Earmarks, though, rarely come outside of pre-allotted money and can
hardly rely much further on the 16.4+
trillion dollars of red ink of our na-

tion’s pocketbook. Even accounting
for this, one could make the case that
a representative’s firsthand knowledge of his constituency allows his to Thomas Dykes • staff writer
route funding to his region’s worthier
causes. Yet, allowing personal discreWhenever the word ‘earmark’
tion to assign billions of dollars and is mentioned in today’s politiexpecting the money to go where it is cal environment, it is always in
most needed is like opening up a free a negative fashion. Earmarks are
Gatorade cooler after a baseball game supposed to be wasteful, unnecesand expecting the refreshment to go sary payments made at the behest
to the thirstiest. No, Gatorade and of an obscure group, presumably
money alike will instead always go to to support a congressperson’s rethe quickest and most willing before election campaign. While these
the most noble.
earmarks do exist, suggesting that
Earmarks not only
all
earenable corruption, but
marks are
they put down those
organwho resist them. A firm
ized
in
becomes a fool for in- Garrett Meyer • staff writer
this way
vesting in machines for
paints an
Earmarks in the US Congress are i n c o m capital instead of lobbyists in the Capitol. A the appropriations of federal funds for plete, unrepresentative commits named projects specific to an individu- fair pictreason in resigning to al congressperson’s state or district. An ture.
objective funding criteria example includes the infamous “Bridge
E a r instead of signing only to Nowhere” down to a single deal with marks are
his constituents’ criteria a defense contractor. Earmarks are made for
into law. One can plainly traditionally tacked on to bills, related c a u s e s
see that the pressure we or not, already moving through Con- too small
place on lawmakers to gress. They serve to secure votes for to be adseize the dangling car- the bill and allow Congress members d r e s s e d
rots of earmarks dis- to advance their districts’ specific fis- in
their
tracts them from im- cal interests, “bring home the bacon” o w n
portant local, state, and to their constituents, and boost their s p e n d odds of reelection.
national needs.
ing bill,
According to the group Taxpayers but that
Whatever their political benefits, earmarks for Common Sense, earmarks cost does not
fail to maximize our US taxpayers $15.9 billion dollars in mean that
nation’s benefit over 2010. In March 2010, the House Ap- earmarks
an increasingly thin- propriations Committee implemented are
not
stretched budget. The rules to ban earmarks to for-profit i m p o r allocation of that budg- corporations. There is debate on the tant. Ofet may be agonizing rationale of these rules and the effec- t e n t i m e s
with our wildly diverse tiveness of the ban.
earmarks
priorities.
Nevertheare made
less, permitting earmarks to short- for projects that are worthwhile,
circuit the process only prevents our but too small to be addressed
tax dollars from quickly going to the on the federal level. Local and
wrong place.
state projects that are beyond the

Earmarks:

budgets of local and state governments are often worthy projects
that are ignored due to lack of
funds; earmarks are a way to fund
those projects using a negligible
amount of the federal budget. At
their best, earmarks address the
concerns of smaller groups with
worthy projects that would have
otherwise been ignored.
These types of projects will become more important as state and
local finances deteriorate. While
the federal government is able to
borrow sufficiently to fund social
security and the military, state
governments will become less capable of covering their liabilities
as property prices stagnate. Cash
strapped states will be forced to
forgo useful, necessary projects in
order to fund the basics like employee salaries. Federal ‘earmark’
spending will then become a crucial way to address the interests
of states and localities fund projects beyond their reach.
The view on earmarks presented above depends on a specific view on government spending. Government spending is
not inherently wasteful or bad.
It is necessary, important, and
often results in work being done
in a more efficient and effective
way than would have occurred
under private control. In order
for future government spending to fund anything other than
Social Security and the Military,
earmark spending is necessary.
In sum, spending that is small
in magnitude and cause is not
necessary less important or
relevant than more expensive
causes or interests. Sometimes,
it is even more so.

The other side of the desk: Motivation

Sudipa Kirtley • faculty writer
Last week I was again in
D.C. as an NSF reviewer for
graduate fellowship applications. I have often wondered
why I want to do this, taking
time away from my schedule
of classes, meetings, grading,
and children, which already
keep me on my toes for the
most part of the week. Every
time as I get more and more

into the reviewing task, I realize the reason why. I get to
“meet” numerous students
who are super motivated and
driven, and reading their applications is often moving, to
say the least. Their submissions tell me who they are,
how they started, what motivated them to overcome obstacles and accomplish wondrous feats, and finally how
they are going to help themselves and the world with
their work. I now recognize
that I review these applications for myself, and the task
inspires me greatly.
While in DC I met up with
an old friend from my school
days in India. In a comfortable spot in the hotel bar, we
started rattling off what has
happened to us and our families since we last met. The conversation eventually led to us,
what we could do that would
make us “move forward” in

life in a positive way. “Did
you know,” he asked me, “that
often the zookeepers hide
the animals’ food in hardto-reach places?” Odd that
he brought
this up in a
middle
of
a fine conversation,
I
thought.
He
then
explained
that the reason the zoo
personnel
do this is
because those animals that
retrieve their food this way
seem to be more content. The
point is that we all, even zoo
animals, thrive when life challenges us.
When I get my car started on
a snowy dark morning to get
to school before my first hour
class, there is that challenge of
facing the potentially danger-

”

ous road conditions ahead of
me. Later during the day the
act of overcoming such a challenge probably does not even
surface in my mind. However,

do we need to seek
out important life
challenges?
when I overcome a challenge
in my experimental setup at
Brookhaven National Lab,
that stays on my mind for a
long time, and I get a feeling
of satisfaction thinking about
it. I need to learn from both
obstacles, yet the second one
seems to be more important
to me. Clearly, then, we find
only some challenges that tru-

ly motivate us.
In order to stay contented
and happy, do we need to
seek out important life challenges? There are plenty to
choose from. I believe that
there are three key issues
that make it worth the effort: Will I enjoy doing it,
can I do it, and will it improve me in a meaningful
way? If we choose our ventures so that the bar is always higher than the previous one while the key issues
are met, then we are all set.
It does not matter where in
life we are, or what our occupation is at the moment.
I believe that this is a guaranteed way to stay engaged
and fulfilled in life. While I
try to find my own challenges, I reap the benefits as an
educator; I am privy to witnessing this goal in my students as well as in the NSF
fellowship applicants.
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Engineers bounce back with road win

Kurtis Zimmerman
news editor emeritus

sity on Saturday to end their
11-game winning streak, the
men’s basketball team startAfter a disappointing home ed a fresh streak with a 58
loss to Transylvania Univer- - 42 road win over the Franklin
Grizzlies
Wednesday
night.
The
Fightin’
Engineers
opened Saturday afternoon’s
game with a 17
- 2 run to open
the first half, but
Transylvania
bounced back in
the second half,
challenging the
No. 1 defense in
the nation and
coming
from
behind for a 69
- 60 win. Suffering its first
conference loss
of the season,
the Engineers
looked to maintain their spot
atop the HCAC
The Fightin’ Engineers suffered their second W e d n e s d a y
loss of the season against Transylvania on night.
Saturday. Rose-Hulman
Rose-Hulman Athletics relied on its

consistent defense to hold the
Grizzlies to just 13 points in
the first half and 33.3% shooting from the field overall. Six
blocks, four steals, and 27 defensive rebounds for the Engineers helped keep the ball
out of the hot shooting hands
of Franklin, who were looking
to win their third straight conference matchup.
The best complement to
a strong defense is a spread
offense. All five starters put
points on the board, and two
players came off the bench to
contribute to the final score.
Senior Austin Weatherford
led all scorers with 20 points
including five of six from the
free throw line. Junior Julian
Strickland also reached double figures, sinking two from
beyond the arc and five inside
for a total of 16 points. Strickland also grabbed a game-high
eight rebounds.
Seniors Jon Gerken and
Brenton Balsbaugh added
eight points and six points,
respectively, and each pulled
down six rebounds. Junior
James Pillischafske rounded
out the starting five with five
points and a pair of assists.

Men’s track and
field kick off the
season with a win
Matt Dierksmeier • sports editor
Highlighted by 10 firstplace victories, the RoseHulman men’s track and field
team beat out Washington
University and Illinois Wesleyan to capture the Terre
Haute Double Dual on Saturday. Also present at the meet
were Indiana State and Illinois State, who matched up
against each other, separate
from the Division III competition.
Individual track winners
for the Fightin’ Engineers
included senior Travis Stallings, senior Tyler Hannan,
junior Andrew Thompson,
sophomore Stuart West, and
junior Philip Koranteng.
Showing his versatility, Stallings would nail down individual wins in the long jump,
200-meter, and helped the
4-x-400 meter relay team
beat out the opposition. Also
a part of the 4-x-400 meter
relay team were sophomore
Blake Schulthies, sophomore
Jake Kelley, and Hannan.
Rose-Hulman also captured three wins in the field
contests. Senior Greg Larmore bested his competitors
with the second-best mark in
school history in the weight
throw. Senior Collin Crowson
captured the victory in the

pole vault, and senior Chris
Good took first-place in the
high jump.
Led by senior Liz Evans and
junior Ryann-Rebecca Montgomery, the women’s track
and field team would record
two wins on the day. With a
mark of 5’7” in the high jump,
Evans now leads all Division
III competitors in this event.
Montgomery was victorious
in the mile run with a time of
5:27.18.
In news released by the
HCAC office this week, the
Rose-Hulman men’s team
has been unanimously voted
by head coaches across the
league as most likely to capture this year’s HCAC Indoor
Track and Field championship. Should this prediction
stand true, it would be the
third consecutive championship for the school. The women’s squad was picked to finish second, behind last year’s
conference
championship
winner, Hanover College.
Both the men’s and women’s track and fields teams
will compete in the Friday
Night Invitational this weekend. The Fightin’ Engineers
will compete alongside five
other Division III schools
with action beginning at 6
pm in the Sports and Recreation Center.
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The
Engineers
shot 44.9 percent
from the field and
sank 71.4 percent
from the charity stripe. Holding
their opponents to
a division-best 47.8
points per game,
the guys fell back
into their rhythm
on both ends of the
court.
Standing at 8 - 1
in HCAC games,
Rose-Hulman sits
alone at the top
of the standings,
trailed by one game
by
Transylvania
University
and
Hanover College,
both at 7 - 2.
This
Saturday, Senior Austin Weatherford recorded 20
the Engineers will
points in the team’s victory
square off against
over Franklin College.
Bluffton
UniverRose-Hulman Athletics
sity; the Beavers
scoring them 63 - 43 on the
are 3 - 6 in league
play but are coming off three road early in December.
Action will tip off in Hulbert
straight wins. Their average
scoring margin over the past Arena on Saturday at 1 p.m.
with the women’s basketball
three games is 24.7 points.
Rose-Hulman will look to game, followed by the men’s
sweep the Beavers after out- matchup.

Travis
Stallings
Eric Abegglen • guest writer
The men’s track team features five returning all-conference champion performers
from the 2012 HCAC Indoor
Championships. One of them
being senior Travis Stallings,
who led the men’s individual
performances Friday night
in the Double Dual against
Washington University and
Illinois Wesleyan that took
place at the SRC.
Stallings recorded a long
jump mark of 22’ 10”, which
ranks second in school history, and a 200-meter winning
time of 22.94 which ranks
fifth. Stallings was also a part
of the winning 4-x-400 meter relay team that finished
in 3:28.19.
Senior biomedical engineering major Travis Stallings has been awarded
Athlete of the Week for his
remarkable performance.
He courteously answered
a few questions for The Rose
Thorn.
Rose Thorn: What first
led you to start competing in
track and field?
Travis Stallings: When
sports were offered in middle school, I thought I would
give it a chance. I was actually competing nationally

in karate prior to 7th grade,
but I wanted to try to give
school sports a shot. I actually picked cross country in
the fall and tried to run the
mile in track and field in the
spring. After running the mile
in the first meet, I decided to
switch to sprints. From that
point I loved the feeling of
the competition. It reminds
me of when I competed in karate the eight years prior to
track and field.
RT: How long have you
been competing in track and
field?
TS: This is my 10th season
in track in field.
RT: What events do you
normally compete in at the
track and field meets?
TS: For indoor HCAC
championship last year I
competed in six events.
They were long jump, triple jump, 60m dash, 200m
dash, 4x200m relay, and the
4x400m relay. For outdoor
HCAC championship I competed in the long jump, 100m
dash, 400m hurdles, 4x100m
relay, and the 4x400m relay.
The only difference from this
year is that I am no longer
going to triple jump.
RT: What is your fondest
memory during your time on
the Rose-Hulman track and

field time?
TS: It’s hard to come up
with one memory because
every second that I’ve been
a part of the amazing track
and field team has been more
than I could have ever asked
for. If I had to choose one, it
would be the individual win
at the outdoor HCAC championship in the long jump. I
ended up winning by a centimeter on my second best
jump of the day to someone
I never could have imagined beating while being at
Rose.
RT: What has being a part
of the track and field team
meant for you? Anything
specific it has brought you or
changed about you on and/or
off the track?
TS: I could talk about what
the team has done for me, but
I will just give two examples
that mean the most. The biggest thing that track and field
has been for me is being a
huge stress reliever. Here at
Rose, it’s good to have something to take you away from
all the school work in order
to keep you sane. The other
would be how the team has
become a big family to me
and I will never forget all the
experiences we have had together.
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What happens if one
Coulomb is discharged
here in this classroom
with all of us? We will
be fried chicken.
–Dr. Joenathan.
I hope Colonel Sanders was there to grant
his wish.

Numbers always get
in the way of math.
–Dr. Holder
If only we could replace numbers with
letters...

I’ll say they have,
boom
chicka-wow
-wow.
–Dr. House
Dang. I guess I’ll
take your word for
it.

1/18/2013
Hey, this exam will
probably take you guys
about 10 minutes... no
sweat.
–No
Professor
Ever

Rose professors
say crazy things.
E-mail them to the
Flipside at thornflipside@rosehulman.edu for a
chance to win a 25$
Visa gift card!

Meanwhile, in America

Out with the old – In with the new

Say hello new Flipside editor, Man Dagniot

ars.els-cdn.com
• In other news, Indianapolis is the center of Spiderman’s biggest web.
• In other news, Indianapolis joins Al Gore’s ”Internet Tube System.”
• In other news, Indianapolis contributes to the first “Earth Constellation.”
• In other news, Indianapolis participates in the longest game of telephone ever!
• In other news, Indianapolis is the center of a cult ritual sign.
• In other news, Indianapolis redefines geometry.
• In other news, Sunnyvale, California joins large cities.
• In other news, there’s only one road connecting D.C., Atlanta, Houston, and Los Angeles.
• In other news, there are only 11 cities left in the United States.

Will work for QUOTES

Do you want a $25 Visa Gift card?... because Oprah is in town!
Read and believe.
1. Next time your professor says something funny, wacky, or weird, send an email
to thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu with the quote and professor’s name.
2. If the quote makes it onto the flipside (it may take a couple weeks), a ticket with
your name will be entered into the raffle. For each quote you get onto the page,
you will receive a ticket .
3. At the end of the quarter, the raffle will be drawn, and one student will receive
a $25 gift card

Top “10” Ten
Rose-Hulman’s #FirstWorldProblems
Man Daginot and Brawn Brosky
Mortal enemies
1. My high speed internet can only download up to 8 Gb in a day and half!
2. I can’t believe I have to live in Lakeside.
Now it takes 7 minutes to get to class. #lazy
3. The unlimited buffet of food is terrible.
I’m gonna go eat a single cup of Ramen instead. Note: this is also a third-world victory.
4. Homework? AT SCHOOL?!
5. What am I gonna do with all these fricken’ T-shirts?

6. I hate how warm it is outside. The lake
won’t even freeeze. #EskimoProblems
7. My super-mega smart phone only gets
two bars of service on campus. #momcanwait.
8. My brand new car from my parents has
trouble doing the Hulman Hundred.
9. The student run newspaper only has
one good section. #TheAmazingFlipside
#ScrewNews
10. I can’t believe my friends are making me
stay up past midnight again. #LeTired

This is the Flipside disclaimer. Any unattributed content has been written by Daniel Benedict Maginot. The Flipside often uses pseudonyms for added hilarity. This weeks writers are Man “The Lack-o-Jantern” Daginot (Dan Maginot) and Brawn Brosky (Sean Gorsky: Illiterate and most often can be
seen riding a horse around campus.) If you’d like to help put content on this page we’d love to get your jokes, ideas, and satire, and put them up on the page with a smashing pseudonym! If you’re interested, email thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu

